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Basic Half Pads                                   Privatkunden 2016
Half Pads Are designed to be discreet and t under the weight

bearing areas of saddles.

*Top Seller
for Equitation

*Top seller Therapeutic
Protection

Contour Pads English Pad

100E-B-U/ W-U 100E-B-T/W-T

102-W/B-U 200E-B

202-B

103 B/W-U   Large Contour Pad 18”+  € 108,90
203 B    Large Contour Pad 18”+  € 120,90   

Fits most close contact saddles up to 18.5”

Extra Large Half Pad  100EXL-B/W 
17.5”-18.5”  Wht/Blk 98,90 €

Close upClose up

White and Black      16”-17”
Untrimmed

€ 82,90 € 92,90White and Black       16”-17”
Trimmed

White and Black € 106,90 € 79,90
16”-17.5”

Black          Half Pad 

Black     Contour Pad   € 104,90
16”-17.5”

16”-17”



How to use ThinLine Basic Pads                    Privatkunden 2016

All Ultra ThinLine and ThinLine Basic Pads offer technologically advanced benets for
both horse and rider. While the material is breathable, it is not wicking. Basic Pads may
be used directly against the horse, but for maximum life span, protection, and results

it is recommended to use them between the saddle and any saddle pad.

Basic Pads may develop creases when folded for storage or shipping. With use, the
creases will disappear. These pads will mold to the horse’s shape when warmed to

body temperature and will not pinch or pull across the withers or spine.body temperature and will not pinch or pull across the withers or spine.



Western                                        Privatkunden 2016
Pro-Tech

7334P - Square Premium

ThinLine material adds maximum shock distribution 
for high impact disciplines such as jumping, 

gaming, and, endurance.

Both materials offer all the benets of ThinLine’s 
unequivocal protection, increased communication, 

and superior performance. 

ThinLine Basic Pads (1/4” thick) are perfect for less 
experienced riders, young horses, sensitive backs 
(both equine and human), and lesson programs. 

Ultra ThinLine is thinner (3/16” thick) and more subtle 
as to not interfere with custom tted saddles. 
Ultra ThinLine Basic Pads offer added comfort and 
stability for quiet riders and balanced horses.

7304 - Cotton Liners

Top quality cotton with a layer of Ultra ThinLine
sewn on top of each panel provides superior
protection where it is most needed. The Cotton
Liner is best used under a show pad but can also

be used by itself.

Black
L: 31” along the spine with a 15” drop  € 166,90
M: 28” x 28” square          € 160,90
S: 26.5” rounded skirt (endurance or   € 158,90
barrel saddles)

Large

Medium

Small

I’m Shimmable!

M: 27” spine/ 14.5” from center of spine
L: 31” spine/ 16” from center of spine
Soft supple premium grade felt

Grey I’m Shimmable!

7334P-S - Barrel Premium
Grey

28.5” spine
29” across shoulder
26.5” across seat

Small€ 366,90

M, L € 368,90

I’m Shimmable!

Large

Medium



Coon Pads Privatkunden 2016

7023 - Sheepskin Comfort 7023 - Sheepskin Comfort 7023 - Sheepskin Comfort 

Brown*, White, Black , Natural
S, M, L

*available in small 
M: 19” between rolls/ 23.5” including rolls
L: 20.5” between rolls/ 25” including rolls

€ 253,90   L
€ 249,90  M
€ 245,90   S

ThinLine Half Pads
Offer something for everyone, from pleasure
riders to top show ring competitors.

Trifecta Cotton Half Pad (7305)
Available in Brown, Natural, White and Black.
*Trifectas are our best sellers and a great choice
ffor anyone seeking a low maintenance pad
to t a wide variety of saddle shapes and sizes.

Sheepskin Comfort Half Pad
Available in Brown, White, Black and Natural.

A top seller for jumpers and eventers, this
half pad is both fashionable in the show
ring and extraordinarily comfortable for 

everyday use.

Trifecta Cotton Half Pad with
Sheepskin Rolls (7415)

Available in Brown, Natural, White and Black.

A cotton pad with sheepskin trim, this Trifecta
with Sheepskin Rolls offers the show ring look 
with no added bulk between horse and rider.
MMaximize communication, suppleness, and 

performance in the show ring.



Full Sheepskin                                   Privatkunden 2016
English

Western

7023 - Half Pad 3330 - Dressage

3334 - Comfort Square 3334S - Endurance

Black, Natural, Brown* or White
S, M, L

€ 253,90   L
€ 249,90   M
€ 245,90   S   

Perfect protection against tough impact. ThinLine material will
protect both horse and rider, improve rider equitation and
equine performance. These pads love to be paired with 

ThinLine Girths!

I’m Shimmable!

*available in small
M: 19” between rolls/ 23.5” including rolls
L: 20.5” between rolls/ 25” including rolls

€ 433,99 € 433,99

€ 288,90 White, Black, Navy

21.5” along spine (including rolls)
and 19” inside rolls

Black or Natural Large Small

25” spine
14” drop from center of spine

31” spine
15” drop from center of spine

Natural



Full English Pads                                 Privatkunden 2016

7054 - Dressage 7055 - Dressage Square

7056 - Jumping Square 7057 - Fitted Contour

Fit most saddles up to 18.5”
Many riders start with a Basic ThinLine or Ultra ThinLine pad and begin purchasing
full pads once they decide they will never ride without ThinLine. The spine-free design

makes sure the material is always in the right place. Easy machine washing keeps you riding!

Black and White
22” along spine

21” drop at center of spine
16” wide ap

Black and White

23” along spine
20” ap length

Black and White

23.5” along spine / 18.5” ap length

Black and White
21.5” along spine

20” drop at center of spine
17.5” wide ap

I’m Shimmable!
I’m Shimmable!

I’m Shimmable!
I’m Shimmable!€ 166,90 € 166,90

€ 166,90 € 166,90



Coon Pads & Saddle Fiing                        Privatkunden 2016

TO ORDER INSERTS FOR ENGLISH 
OR WESTERN PADS:

Type of Insert - Pad Number - Thickness of 
Material - Pad Size

Example: FI-7334-TL-L = Front Inserts in 
ThinLine Thickness for a 7334 Pad, Size Large

Thickness of Material:Thickness of Material:
UTL - Ultra ThinLine
TL - ThinLine
W - Wafer

Type of Insert:
FI - Front
BI - Bridging
RI - Rear

Pad Size:
S - Small
M - Medium
L - Large

FI Inserts (Pair) € 27,90 
BI Inserts (Pair) € 27,90 
RI Inserts (Pair) € 21,90

7305

Trifecta

7415 - with Fleece

Brown, Black and White

L: 23” along spine/ 17” across seat
M: 21.5” along spine/ 17” across seat
S: 20” along spine/ 15” across seat

The cotton base design with Ultra ThinLine on top creates a
nice wither prole and spine free channel. This allows Ultra
ThinLine to lay on either side of the spine so that it is always
in the right place. All pads come with a pocket to add shims

if needed for saddle t adjustments.

Most ThinLine pads (with the exception of
the Basic Pads) can be shimmed to adjust
saddle t. Each shimmable pad features a
panel of ThinLine material sewn on with a
pocket underneath for front, bridging, or

rear inserts.

Inserts are sold in pairs and are available in
two thicknesses:

ThinLine - 1/4”   Ultra ThinLine - 3/16”
Inserts are available for the front, bridging,

and rear of the pads.

The following Western pads are shimmable:
Ultra ThinLine Cotton Western Liner,
Ultra ThinLine Felt Western Liner,

Sheepskin Comfort Western Square Pad,
Pro-Tech Square Felt Pad,
Pro-Tech Felt Barrel Pad

Brown, Natural, White* and Black
L, M
*available in small
M: 18.5” between rolls/ 24” including rolls
L: 20” between rolls/ 25” including rolls

€ 148,90 L
€ 146,90 M
€ 140,90 S

€ 170,90 L,  € 166,90 M
       € 162,90 S



ThinLine Girths                                  Privatkunden 2016                                  

2075DB/2075B
€ 120,90 - € 128,90

2077DB/2077B/2077T
€ 181,90

Sizes for 2077DB/B/T:
120, 125, 130, 135, 140cm

Sizes for 2075DB/B:
48, 50, 52, 54, 56cm

Made from almost 100% ThinLine material, this is
a low-maintenance girth with superior performance.
With roller buckles, double ended elastic, leather 

reinforcements, D-rings, and rounded edges, this girth
will equalize pressure and keep horses supremely
comfortable while preventing the spread of fungus

and rain rot.and rain rot.

A no slip, no rub jumping girth with roller
buckles and double elastic-This girth is
comfortable, breathable, and anti-fungal.
Made of leather with ThinLine lining.

Available by special order

2075DB

Jumping GirthSchooling GirthJumper

2080-B 2080-DB 2085-B Dressage Girth

This girth has elastic
in the middle with
roller buckles on
both ends. Leather
with ThinLine lining

makes this a completely
comfortable, no slip, anti-comfortable, no slip, anti-

fungal girth that can be used
on multiple horses without

spreading fungus.

Available by special order

2080-B          € 102,90  - € 116,90
2080-DB         € 106,90  - € 110,90
2085-B          € 221,90

Dark Brown sizes:
60, 65, 70cm

Black sizes:  
50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85cm  

Made from almost 100% ThinLine material, this
is a low-maintenance girth with superior
performance. With roller buckles, a unique
stabilizing D system, and rounded
edges this girth will equalize
pressure and keep horses 
supremely comfortablesupremely comfortable
while preventing the
spread of fungus
and rain rot.



Bridles and Reins                                Privatkunden 2016

Options Available in Dark Brown or Black
For sizes Cob, Full (Horse), and Oversize

ThinLine has done what rubber reins have always tried to do, only better.
These reins do not deteriorate or break down, there is no break-in period, and they
offer unprecedented grip even when wet. The ends are made of 5/8” English Leather

and the reins are 3/4” thick, which makes them suitable for those 
with small hands or arthritis.with small hands or arthritis.

2212B-BE

2212DB-SH

8005

2212- (DB or B)-SH     54” Reins (Dark Brown or Black) with Stud Hook Closures          112,90 €
2212- (DB or B-BE   54” Reins (Dark Brown or Black) with Buckle Closures         112,90 €
2213-(DB or B)-SH   60” Reins (Dark Brown or Black) with Stud Hook Closures       120,90 €
2213-(DB or B)-BE   60” Reins (Dark Brown or Black) with Buckle Closures         120,90 €
8005           Chin or Poll Guard-available with counter case (36) or         8,30  €  
              half case (18)



ThinLine Warranty Information

Saddle Pads
ThinLine offers a full year warranty on all pads when used and cared for as directed.
Please follow care instructions on all products. Since we use real sheepskin, it’s
especially important to care for the hide properly. ThinLine pads generally last

longer than any comparable product on the market! Our friendly and knowledgeable
staff is always available to help with any questions or problems.

Tack and BootsTack and Boots
ThinLine offers a full year warranty on all tack and boots when cared for as directed.
Please follow all recommended care instructions to ensure the longest life possible for 
tack and boots. ThinLine is known not only for its performance, but also for its longevity

and ease of care.

Take care of your ThinLine and it will take care of you!
Remember, we offer a 100% money back guarantee that you will feel

a difference in yourself and your horse.a difference in yourself and your horse.

Saddle Pads
ThinLine offers a full year warranty on all pads when used and cared for as directed.
Please follow care instructions on all products. Since we use real sheepskin, it’s
especially important to care for the hide properly. ThinLine pads generally last

longer than any comparable product on the market! Our friendly and knowledgeable
staff is always available to help with any questions or problems.

Tack and BootsTack and Boots
ThinLine offers a full year warranty on all tack and boots when cared for as directed.
Please follow all recommended care instructions to ensure the longest life possible for 
tack and boots. ThinLine is known not only for its performance, but also for its longevity

and ease of care.

Take care of your ThinLine and it will take care of you!
Remember, we offer a 100% money back guarantee that you will feel

a difference in yourself and your horse.a difference in yourself and your horse.
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